September 2018 – May 2019

welcome

Here at DCA we work closely with artists to develop projects for our galleries that resonate
not only with the immediate society around us in Scotland, but with the wider world that we
are all connected to in myriad ways.
In a year when our city is transforming at a rapid pace, our autumn season consists of two
distinct presentations of work by major international artists that in unique ways reflect on
ideas of agency, territory, nationhood and citizenship.
In Gallery 1, Santiago Sierra’s Black Flag project will challenge ideas of ownership at both
the North and South Poles, asking us reconsider certain historical expeditions to the polar
regions developed right here in Dundee.
At the same time in Gallery 2 we are staging the Scottish premiere of Mike Kelley’s Mobile
Homestead film trilogy. This mammoth project, which was Kelley’s last major work before
his untimely death in 2012, saw the artist create a to-scale replica of his childhood home in
Detroit that travelled across the city in 2010. The conversations between and experiences
of other dwellers of this urban space captured in these films create a deeply complex and
moving portrait of a city in flux.
As we move into December, American artist and filmmaker Margaret Salmon will literally
be bringing us warmth in winter, creating a new installation to step into using film, heat, light,
and sound to explore ideas of contemporary love and intimacy.
At the same time, Scottish artist Lorna Macintyre will be debuting a new exhibition of
photographic and sculptural work, beautifully pushing her chosen materials to develop in
unexpected ways across the gallery. Lorna will also be drawing our attention to an ancient
object within the McManus collection here in Dundee, pulling a fragment of our past into
the present.

Moving further into 2019, we’ll be bringing the breadth of British artist David Austen’s
multifaceted practice to Dundee for the first time in March, developing a major new exhibition
across the galleries, showing exquisite painting, drawing and film works alongside new
sculptures created for our spaces at DCA.
We firmly believe that art plays a key role in developing and nurturing society, importantly
asking more questions than providing answers; allowing us to pause and reconsider things
we may have taken for granted or not thought worthy of appraisal before. This upcoming
series of projects at DCA asks many questions of us as viewers. Through engaging with
these artworks and ideas over the next six months, we are invited to be active citizens, not
passive consumers.

Eoin Dara
Head of Exhibitions
Keep up to date with the very latest from DCA by visiting www.dca.org.uk or by following us
on Facebook, Twitter or Instagram. We love seeing your photos and comments about each
exhibition at DCA: share them with us using #helloDCA, or the exhibition hashtags you’ll find
in this brochure.
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Black Flag
Santiago Sierra
Sat 8 September – Sun 25 November 2018
Open daily 10:00 – 18:00 Open late Thu 20:00
Admission Free I Gallery 1
#SantiagoSierra
For nearly three decades, Spanish artist Santiago Sierra
has carried out provocative actions around the world.
Influenced by the formal language of the minimal and
conceptual art movements of the 1960s and 70s, Sierra’s
work addresses the hierarchies of power and class that
operate in our modern society and everyday existence.
This exhibition is the UK premiere of one of the artist's
most ambitious undertakings to date. It takes the form
of an immersive photographic and sound installation
documenting the process and performance of planting
the universal symbol of the anarchist movement – the
black flag – at the two most extreme points on earth:
the North and South Poles.
On 14 April 2015, Santiago Sierra completed the first part
of Black Flag at the geographic North Pole, latitude 90º N.
An expedition travelled from the remote archipelago
Svalbard to the kinetic Russian ice base Barneo, using
a network of private tourism and logistical support
companies to complete the journey. From the base,
several trips were undertaken to document the planting
of the flag and the surrounding landscape. Eight months
later, on 14 December 2015 – exactly 104 years after
Roald Amundsen's successful Norwegian expedition to
the South Pole and the tragedy of Robert Falcon Scott’s
failed attempt – the final instalment of Black Flag was
completed, using the more substantial and permanent
infrastructure of Antarctica. The flag was planted and
documented at the geographic South Pole, latitude 90º S.
The expeditions to both poles were documented with
photographs and sound recordings. The flags were both
left in situ.

About the artist:
Santiago Sierra (b. Madrid, 1966)
studied Fine Arts at the Universidad
Complutense in Madrid and at the
University of Fine Arts in Hamburg
(HFBK) between 1989 and 1991, as
well as at the Academy of San Carlos
in Mexico City between 1995 and 1997.
Recent solo shows include Mea Culpa,
Padiglione d'Arte Contemporanea
Milano, Italy (2017); Black Flag, Nikolaj
Kunsthal, Copenhagen, Denmark (2016);
Laboratory, Mexico (2015); Helga de
Alvear, Madrid, Spain (2016); Kunsthalle
Tübingen, Germany (2013); Te Tuhi
Centre, New Zealand (2013); Reykjavik
Art Museum, Iceland (2012); MARCO,
Spain (2009); Museu Madre, Italy (2009);
CAC Malaga, Spain (2006), Museum
Dhondt-Dhaenens, Belgium (2004).
Sierra has also been featured in
numerous group exhibitions including
the Museum of Modern Art, Poland
(2016); National Gallery of Art, Poland
(2015); Kunsthalle Dusseldorf (2014);
Hamburger Bahnhof – Museum for
Contemporary Art, Berlin (2014) and the
55th Venice Biennale. Sierra represented
Spain at the 50th Venice Biennale in 2003.
Black Flag is a collaboration between
Santiago Sierra Studio and a/political
with special thanks to Lutz Henke.
a/political is a nonprofit organisation,
collaborating with artists who work
within a socio-political framework.

Marking Sierra’s first solo exhibition of work in Scotland,
this project makes an acute critique of concepts of territory
and the practices of nationalism imbued in the deceptively
simple act of planting a flag.
Image: Santiago Sierra South Pole Documentation 2015.
Courtesy of Santiago Sierra Studio and a/political.
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Mobile Homestead
Mike Kelley
Sat 8 September – Sun 25 November 2018
Open daily 10:00 – 18:00 Open late Thu 20:00
Admission Free I Gallery 2
#MikeKelley
This exhibition marks the Scottish premiere of Mike Kelley’s
remarkable Mobile Homestead film trilogy, made between 2010
and 2011 in the artist’s hometown of Detroit.
On 25 September 2010, Kelley’s Mobile Homestead – a facsimile
of his childhood home constructed on the back of a trailer –
made its maiden voyage from the grounds of The Museum of
Contemporary Art Detroit to the ‘mother ship’, his original home
in the suburbs of the city.
Two of these films chart the homestead's journey along one
particular street, Michigan Avenue, reversing the historic ‘white
flight’ movement of people that occurred in the mid-1960s
in Detroit as the decline of the automobile industry and
increasing racial tensions caused an exodus of middle-class
white communities from the city centre. The footage of this
extraordinary road trip is interspersed with interviews that
chronicle the varied lives of those who had come to populate
the area, at a moment when the city was questioning its postindustrial prospects and future development. The third film work
in the trilogy documents the ‘christening’ and launch of the work
as a permanent fixture back at the museum in Detroit, where it
still stands today.
We are thrilled to be presenting this work at DCA in partnership
with Artangel and the Mike Kelley Foundation, at a time when
we as citizens of Dundee are looking to the future of our own
city and the promise it holds.
Image: Mike Kelley's Mobile Homestead in front of the abandoned
Detroit Central Train Station. Photograph by Corine Vermeulen.
Mobile Homestead is part of The Artangel Collection, an initiative to bring outstanding film
and video works, commissioned and produced by Artangel, to galleries and museums
across the UK. The Artangel Collection has been developed in partnership with Tate, is
generously supported by the Esmée Fairbairn Foundation and The Foyle Foundation and
uses public funding from Arts Council England.

About the artist:
Mike Kelley (b. Detroit, 1954, d. Los
Angeles, 2012) is widely considered
one of the most influential artists of our
time. Irreverent but deeply informed,
topical yet visionary, Kelley worked in
a startling array of genres and styles,
including performance, installation,
drawing, painting, video, photography,
sound, text, and sculpture. He also
worked on curatorial projects;
collaborated with many other artists
and musicians; and left a formidable
body of critical and creative writing.
Throughout his career Kelley sought
to understand the cultures around him
from the bottom up; he mined popular
culture and both modernist and
alternative traditions, which he set in
relation to relentless self and social
examinations.
He received his BA in 1976 from the
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor,
and his MFA in 1978 from California
Institute of the Arts, Valencia. Major
exhibitions include Categorical
Imperative and Morgue, Van
Abbemuseum, Stedelijk, The
Netherlands (2000); Sod and Sodie
Sock (with Paul McCarthy), Biennale
d’art contemporain de Lyon, Institut
d’art contemporain, France (2003);
Mike Kelley–The Uncanny, Tate
Liverpool, England (2004, travelled
to MUMOK, Museum of Modern Art,
Vienna); Profounders vertes Musée
du Louvre, Paris (2006); Day is Done
Judson Church Dance, Judson
Memorial Church, New York (2009);
Themes and Variations from 35 Years,
The Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam
(2012); Mobile Homestead, Museum
of Contemporary Art Detroit, Michigan
(2013); Centre Pompidou, Paris (2013);
An Homage to Mike Kelley, MoMA PS1,
New York (2013); and Museum of
Contemporary Art, Los Angeles (2014).

Mobile Homestead videos © Mike Kelley Foundation for the Arts. All rights reserved.
Mike Kelley’s Mobile Homestead is commissioned by Artangel in association with MOCAD,
LUMA Foundation and Mike Kelley Foundation for the Arts with the generous support of the
Artangel International Circle.
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Hole
Margaret Salmon
Sat 8 December 2018 – Sun 24 February 2019

Open daily 10:00 – 18:00 Open late Thu 20:00
Admission Free I Gallery 1
#MargaretSalmon
Might it be possible for film to transcribe something as
ephemeral as human warmth? Human affection? Human
presence, trust and submission? What about love? Can film
bear witness to love? Teach us about love? Express love?
How can a lens invoke these very personal, subjective
experiences? These are some of the questions posed by
Margaret Salmon in her newly commissioned work for
Gallery 1 at DCA.
Hole is about our bodies and the intimate human
connections we seek with others. In an immersive
installation that uses light, colour, heat and sound to
envelop a viewer within the space, Salmon seeks to
create an atmosphere of warmth, comfort and radiance
to step into over the cold winter months.
At the heart of this exhibition is a new 16mm work that
uses a female erotic gaze to look for places where love
might be found in contemporary life and to explore what
might constitute supporting, loving relationships today.

About the artist:
Margaret Salmon (b. 1975, New York)
lives and works in Glasgow. She
completed undergraduate studies at
the School of Visual Arts, New York
(1998), before going on to graduate
from the MFA programme at the Royal
College of Art, London (2003).
Solo exhibitions of her work have
been held at institutions including
Staatsgalerie Stuttgart (2015);
Contemporary Art Museum St. Louis,
USA (2011); Witte de With Centre for
Contemporary Art, Rotterdam (2007);
Whitechapel Art Gallery, London (2007)
and Collective Gallery, Edinburgh (2006).
Her work has been featured in film
festivals and major international survey
exhibitions, including the Berlin Biennale
(2010) and Venice Biennale (2007).
In 2006 Salmon won the inaugural
MaxMara Art Prize for Women and she
has recently been nominated for the
2018 Jarman Award. She is represented
by Office Baroque, Brussels.

Salmon is known for creating filmic portraits that weave
together poetry and ethnography. Often focusing on
individual subjects, her work captures the minutiae of the
everyday human experience, infusing it with a sense of
poignancy and subtle grandeur. Adapting techniques
drawn from cinematic movements such as Cinema Vérité
and the European avant-garde, Salmon’s orchestrations of
sound and image introduce formal abstractions as well as
environmental interventions into the tradition of realist film.

Image courtesy of the artist.
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Pieces of You Are Here
Lorna Macintyre
Sat 8 December 2018 – Sun 24 February 2019
Open daily 10:00 – 18:00 Open late Thu 20:00

About the artist:

Admission Free I Gallery 2

Lorna Macintyre (b. 1977 Glasgow)
is an artist based in Glasgow.
Having studied for both a BA (1999)
and MFA (2007) at the Glasgow
School of Art, she now also works
there as a visiting lecturer in Fine Art.

#LornaMacintyre
Scottish artist Lorna Macintyre uses a broad spectrum of
influential touchstones in her work, from poetry and literature
to archaeology and symbolism. These references often create
an oblique structure underlying her photographic and sculptural
artworks, lending a form for a composition or providing the
impetus behind her choice of materials. This exhibition will mark
Macintyre's first solo exhibition in a major UK institution, debuting
a new body of work commissioned for Gallery 2 at DCA.
Macintyre has long been interested in exploring the potential of
the materials she uses within her practice, often pushing them
playfully to develop in unexpected ways. Pieces of You Are Here
will include silver gelatin photographs, cyanotypes, and digital
prints on silk, installed alongside new sculptural forms such
as crystalline structures grown from cyanotype chemistry on
ceramic surfaces.

Macintyre’s recent solo exhibitions
include: Spolia, Cample Line,
Dumfriesshire (2017); Much Marcle,
Chapter, Cardiff (2016); Material
Language or All Truths Wait in All
Things, Mary Mary, Glasgow (2015);
Solid Objects, Glasgow Project
Room (2015); and Four Paper
Fugues, Mount Stuart, Isle of Bute,
part of GENERATION, 25 Years of
Contemporary Art in Scotland, (2014).
She is represented by Mary Mary,
Glasgow.

A significant focal point within this exhibition is a photograph of
an archaeological artefact housed within The McManus museum
in Dundee: a small terracotta tile excavated from the nearby
Carpow Roman Fort in Abernethy that bears a paw print made
by a dog who, centuries ago, walked across this clay surface as
it was drying. Macintyre has been drawn to this fragment of our
past, intrigued by the way it draws on specific ideas about time
and historical record. What does it mean for us to consider an
object such as this in a museum or gallery? How are fleeting,
accidental moments in time now captured by raw materials in
the world around us? Macintyre draws as much upon poetic
imagination as historical fact to explore these questions in
Pieces of You Are Here.

Image courtesy of the artist.
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Underworld
David Austen
Sat 23 March – Sun 9 June 2019
Open daily 10:00 – 18:00 Open late Thu 20:00
Admission Free
#DavidAusten
This exhibition will offer up a new constellation of work
by British artist David Austen, bringing the breadth of his
artistic practice to audiences in Scotland for the first time.
Since the 1980s Austen has worked as a painter, sculptor,
printmaker and filmmaker. The stylistically diverse elements
of his work come together to reveal an often dark yet
endearing vision of the world. The artworks in this exhibition,
from oil paintings on heavy flex canvas and delicate
watercolour works on paper to suspended sculptural
objects and cinematic film projects, create an otherworldly
space inhabited by Austen’s strange and lovelorn characters.
With sources as varied as 19th century literature, poetry,
ancient myth and film noir, the impetus of Austen’s work
often derives from his immediate surroundings. There is
a liveliness and generosity in his approach to art-making,
a delicacy of touch, a delight in the unexpected, and a
disarmingly nuanced understanding of complex human
emotions. Each object and artwork in this project stands
alone and speaks for itself yet simultaneously connects
with others in the spaces, forming multiple narratives
across the galleries.

About the artist:
David Austen (b.1960 Harlow) is an artist
based in London. A graduate of the
Royal College of Art (1985), he has
exhibited widely over the past 30 years.
Solo exhibitions include: The Drowned,
Matt’s Gallery, London (2018); The stars
above the ocean... the ocean beneath
the stars, David Totah Gallery, New
York (2018); Black Heart, Museo d’Arte
Contemporanea di Cogliandrino,
Basilicata; End of Love, Modern Art
Oxford (2010); and My love, I have been
digging up my own bones in the garden
again, Ingleby Gallery, Edinburgh (2009).
His work has been featured in major
international group projects and is held
in collections such as Tate, British
Council, Arts Council England and
the Government Art Collection. He is
represented by Ingleby Gallery, Edinburgh.

Underworld seeks to create a mythical space for viewers
to journey through, punctuated by the artist’s poetic
musings on the known world, the imagined world, the
bright celestial heights above us and the shadowy,
unknowable depths below.
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Gallery Events
For every exhibition in DCA Galleries we programme a series of talks and events, from artist Q&As
to live performances and talks from writers and academics whose work relates to the works in our
galleries. Please keep an eye on our website or ask one of our friendly Visitor Assistants for the most
up to date information.

Exhibition Introduction
& Meet the Artist

Senior Citizen Kane Club
Tours & Workshops

Be among the first to see new shows as they
open at these popular events. Advance booking
is essential for Meet the Artist where you’ll hear
directly from our artists and/or curatorial team,
before getting the chance to explore the show.
Exhibition Previews follow these events from
19:00 – 21:00 and do not require booking.

These sessions are designed for our visitors aged
60 and above. Each date offers a chance to explore
the exhibition in a tour led by one of our friendly
Visitors Assistants, followed by a blether about the
work over a cup of tea. Each session also offers a
creative making activity or technique to try. We offer
one session per exhibition – check the website for
the exact dates.

Gallery Tours
For each exhibition we hold daily tours at 11:00 and
15:00, seven days a week (unless there is another
event on in the gallery). These are free, drop-in tours
in which our friendly and knowledgeable Visitor
Assistants will show you around the exhibition.

Artists’ Choice Screenings
Whenever possible, we invite the artists in our
programme to select films to screen in our cinemas
to accompany their exhibition. To hear about
upcoming screenings, please visit our website,
sign up to receive exhibition emails or check with
our Box Office.

More events will be announced for each exhibition: visit www.dca.org.uk for further information, and
sign up to receive regular email updates. Or if you prefer, give Box Office a call on 01382 432444.
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Photographs by Erika Stevenson

Young Visitors, Families and Groups
We provide a range of free and ticketed activities for children and families to accompany every
exhibition that aims to help you to engage with the works on show in the galleries and offer simple
and enjoyable learning experiences.
Children under 12 years old must be accompanied at all times unless otherwise stated.

Family Art Labs

Create Space

These workshops offer a chance for all of the
family to get stuck in with more in-depth creative
activities led by our team of artists. Activities are
inspired by the exhibitions or exhibiting artists.
You can stay as long as you like or leave when
you need to, these workshops are designed to
be flexible.

Free and open daily 10:00 – 18:00 during
exhibitions, unless being used for a workshop.

There’s no ticket, just come along at the start
time. All children must be accompanied by an
adult. Art Labs happen on selected Saturdays
and run 13:00 – 15:00 – please see our website
for further details.

Do phone in advance if you are making a special
trip or bringing a group to visit to check that the
room will be free and please note: children must
be accompanied at all times in Create Space.

School & Community
Group Visits
Are you a group leader or class teacher interested
in visiting the galleries or Print Studio? Get in touch
at learning@dca.org.uk and we’ll be happy
arrange a tour or workshop to suit.

DCA Create Space is a comfy imaginative space
for younger visitors and families where you can
have a go at DIY Art activities inspired by our
exhibitions, browse the art library or just relax
on the sofas and enjoy the view.

Creative Courses
for 11+ years
We offer short and longer courses in art and
print techniques, photography, digital skills, craft
making and portfolio developement, all led by
professional artists. Check our website or pick
up a Get Creative leaflet for more information.

We are grateful to The Northwood Trust for their support of our family learning programme.

Go to www.dca.org.uk for dates, details and to book.
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DCA
Editions

We’re very lucky at DCA to be
able to offer artists exhibiting in
our programme the opportunity
to work with our Print Studio
team to produce new limited
edition prints. Thanks to all
the expertise and equipment
the Print Studio has to offer,
previous editions have given
artists the chance to try out new
techniques and expand their
practice in interesting ways.
Visit our online shop at
shop.dca.org.uk to view
and purchase editions online.
All income supports our artistic
programme, so by buying one of
our editions you’ll be helping us
to keep doing what we do.
Eve Fowler, any one she is kissing, 2018
One colour screenprint on Somerset Satin paper (300gsm)
Edition of 20, 57 x 37 (image 40 x 28 cm) £192 (unframed)

Eve Fowler’s DCA exhibition what a slight. what a sound. what a universal shudder., her first major
project in Europe, reflected and further expanded on the artist’s intense feminist engagement with
the words of Gertrude Stein over the past eight years. Since 2010 Fowler has created a beautiful
body of work centred on Stein’s expansive writing practice taking the form of posters, prints, billboards,
paintings and installations employing materials such as vinyl, neon, collage, print, painting and film.
For her limited edition print with DCA, Fowler selected an excerpt from Stein’s 1910 text Many Many
Women – transposing it conceptually and literally through the positive and negative layers of the print
process. Using a style and font reminiscent of the influential Colby Poster Printing Company, Fowler
evokes the era of this Los Angeles company whose public posters and typographic style were
prevalent in LA during the 1960s and 70s when she was growing up. Fowler collaborated with The
Colby Poster Printing Company on her first ever series using the words of Gertrude Stein before they
closed in 2012.
All of our Editions and Publications are available to buy from our online shop. Find it via our
website, or visit shop.dca.org.uk.
To receive shipping or framing quotes, or for further information please contact Sandra de
Rycker on 01382 4322479 or email at editions@dca.org.uk
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Publications
We regularly produce books, catalogues, and other bespoke publications at DCA to accompany our
exhibitions. Publishing is a brilliant way of harnessing some of the creative energy within our gallery
programme and sending it out into the wider world in the form of printed matter.
We have no rulebook when it comes to publications; the finished product could be a record of a new
body of work developed for our spaces, it may contain new writing responding to the artworks on
show, it could be a larger book drawing together a number of artists working with similar ideas or
themes, or it could itself be part of the exhibition. In some instances, it could be all of these things.
Our publications are available to purchase from DCA Shop (online and in-store).
For our recent exhibition, Eve Fowler’s what a slight. what a sound. what a universal shudder. we
worked with the remarkable contemporary writers and poets Sophie Collins, Eileen Myles and Litia
Perta to produce a major new book as part of the project.
We're thrilled to be able to continue this strand of our programming at DCA throughout the rest of
2018 and into 2019. We'll be developing two new publications over the winter season for both
Lorna Macintyre and Margaret Salmon's projects in the galleries, as well as producing a new book
to accompany David Austen's major solo exhibition with us in the spring.
Photo by Helen Macdonald
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Whether you’re looking for a new artwork, or the very best
contemporary craft, homeware and jewellery, we’ve got it
for you in DCA Shop – and every purchase helps support
our artistic programme.

DCA Shop is open 10:00 – 18:00 daily
All of our Editions and Publications and a selection of other
products are available in our online shop. Visit: shop.dca.org.uk
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When you visit DCA galleries, don’t forget to let us know what you thought by leaving us a
comment on our #helloDCA board. We love receiving your feedback!
DCA Galleries are open:
Mon – Sun: 10:00 – 18:00
Open late Thu: 10:00 – 20:00
Daily Exhibition Tours: Join our friendly Visitor Assistants at the gallery entrance for a free
guided tour at 11:00 or 15:00
For bookings: 01382 432444
DCA Box Office is open daily from 10:00 until 20:00

Access
DCA welcomes everyone and we are committed to making our programme and facilities
accessible. Large print copies of all DCA print materials are available from Box Office. Guide
Dogs are welcome in our galleries.
If you have any questions regarding accessibility, please call us on: 01382 432444

Whilst every effort is taken to ensure the information within this guide is accurate mistakes do
happen. DCA reserves the right to make changes to the programme as necessary.
DCA reserves the right to refuse admission.

Dundee Contemporary Arts, 152 Nethergate, Dundee DD1 4DY
Twitter @DCAdundee
Instagram @DCAdundee & @dca.shop
Facebook DCA.Dundee
Scottish Charity no: SC026631
Photography by Erika Stevenson

